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RACING SERVICE LINE

“63”    -5...-20°C
For old, fine and artificial snow. Fluoro 
powder from cold conditions to mid-
frost. Contains graphite. 

“342” +10...-20°C
Special powder for moist and coarse 
snow. Delivers in a wide temperature 
range, when moist snow.

Grip wax coating
Developed for coating grip waxes. 
Extremely fine grain polymer wax. 
Reduces the kinetic friction of grip 
waxes and prevents icing. Suitable 
for klister and kick wax coating.

TK-1814 Grip  -2…-15°C
Made for Coarse and manmade 
snow. Developed to meet the 
demands of today’s racing 
courses that often have very hard 
tracks with artificial snow.

Be among the first to 
use our new top-of-line 
Gliders!

Racing Service Line
Use future ski waxes now!

The King of Ski Waxes

Previously available for professional waxers 
and ski teams only, Rex is now releasing a 
limited series of Racing Service Line products 
through selected shops. Racing Service Line 
consists of selected and exclusive  pre-release 
products from our product development 
cycle, developed together with top ski teams.

Following our professional waxing recommen-
dations, it’s now possible for you to take ad-
vantage and be ahead of competition with the 
latest and best innovations available, as used 
by World Cup teams. We will recommend   using 
Racing Service Line releases in our public wax 
recommendations, so you know when it’s time 
to use them and be the fastest!

Our new pre-release High Fluor Gliders 
were already very succesful in Sochi 
Olympics (gold!) Enhanced formulas and 
new raw material discoveries make them 
the leading glide waxes available, of which 
is their popularity among national teams a 
good proof.

HF11    +2…-2°C
New and old snow. The softest wax 
on HF-series. Compared to traditional 
warm condition HF gliders the HF11 
is relatively hard and not so oily 
wax. Easy to apply and extremely 
dirt repellent.

HF21  -2…-8°C
All snow types. Developed for mild-
to medium frosts, the HF21 is our 
all time fastest HF glider! It is hard, 
but still easy to melt. Developed es-
pecially as an underlayer for fluoro 
powders, but works extremely well 
also as a final layer.

HF31  -8…-20°C
All snow types. Hard and very du-
rable HF glider for cold conditions. 
Very durable and abrasion resistant 
due to it’s hardness even in warmer 
conditions.
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 0…-12°C
New and old snow. High fluor glider in powder form. 
Based on the same new raw materials as the highly 
acclaimed Racing Service Line HF gliders. The powder 
form enables the mixture of the insoluble PTFE 
component into the product.

 
The new 2.0 version contains new raw materials from 
our R&D department. Creates a hydrophobic emulsion 
with gliders and helps the ski base to repel more 
water and dirt.

   +10…-20°C
New 40 gram spray packaging, as wished by our 
professional users. Coating for use over grip waxes. 
Increases gliding properties of grip wax, decreases 
icing and repels dirt. Also for gliding surfaces +3...-5°C 
on coarse and dirty snow.

ptfe

PowerGrip

HF Powder

Base Oil

Hydrex

• Long distance optimized
• Durable and powerful grip
• Thermo-reactive ingredients

Rub on

SKI WAX

Apply heat
and smooth

Apply
heat

120°C

120°C

POWERNew packaging for our specialty grip 
waxes that combine the best properties of 
klisters and synthetic grip waxes. Ideal for 
marathon skiers and long distances due to 
their outstanding durability and ability to 
adjust to prevailing conditions because of 
their thermoreactive ingredients.

New packaging

New packaging

NEW
2.0 
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